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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

CRUZ’S CITIZENSHIP
Challenged in Lawsuit
January 15, 2016 – newsmax.com posted an article titled, “Cruz's Citizenship Status
Challenged in Birther Lawsuit.” Their report includes the following:
Sen. Ted Cruz' "birther" nightmare took a dramatic turn Friday after a Texas lawyer filed the first
lawsuit challenging his eligibility to serve as president because he was born in Canada.
In court papers, attorney Newton Schwartz Sr. says he filed the action because "the U.S. Constitution
is not a popularity document for fair weather only."
The lawsuit, first reported by Bloomberg, was filed in federal court in Texas Thursday and argues
the question must be presented to the Supreme Court for a fair shake instead of left up to popular
opinion.
"This 229-year question has never been pled, presented to or finally decided by or resolved by the
U.S. Supreme Court. Only the U.S. Supreme Court can finally decide, determine judicially and settle
this issue now," the lawsuit states.
"However persuasive, one finds each side in this debate, the final decision ultimately rests in the
hands of five or more of nine Justices on the Supreme Court as mandated by the Constitution."
Cruz, the son of an American mother and a Cuban father, was born in Canada — a fact that
Republican presidential front-runner Donald Trump has gleefully made hay of in recent weeks.

Read more: http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/Cruz-Citizenship-StatusChallenged/2016/01/15/id/709650/#ixzz3xMdHJ2Zh
The American Resistance Party declares Ted Cruz IS NOT ELIGIBLE to run for POTUS!
###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.) (free
gift = Mr. Noonan’s ebook "Chester Arthur - "1st Bogus POTUS" vs. The Death of America")
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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